
Say Goodbye to Manual Screen Grabs and Tedious Documentation.  
Say Hello to qTest eXplorer + JIRA.

qTest eXplorer is an innovative add-on to our qTest platform designed specifically for agile testers 
giving your team a rich documentation tool that simplifies scripted and unscripted testing by 
intelligently capturing each mouse click, field change, page change and more.

LEARN MORE & SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL — VISIT QASYMPHONY.COM OR CALL 1-844-798-4386

Record
Intelligent capture technology tracks 

interactions from the testing session

Edit
Easily manage, edit and annotate the 

defect documentation

Share
Share and submit detailed 

defects into JIRA

Automatically record all test execution environment data and user interactions 

across desktop, web and mobile applications

+

Send documentation 
directly to



LEARN MORE & SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL — VISIT QASYMPHONY.COM OR CALL 1-844-798-4386

Write test cases faster

Stay organized with less effort

Store everything in one location

Coordinate with other testers

Dedicted tool for exploratory testing
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Benefits for the Testers

Encourage collaboration and eliminate 
redundancy

Align QA and UAT efforts

Greater visibility into the testing process

Generate reports that make insights easier

Manage all session debriefs in one      
central location

a
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Benefits for the Team

Continuously improve testing process

Minimize post production software defects

Accelerate the testing life cycle

Get better visibility across the software 
development lifecycle
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a
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Benefits Across an Organization

Save Time
You do the testing, and we’ll handle the 

documentation

Streamline Submission
Submit your session steps annotations into 

JIRA as bugs or any other issue type

Robust Documentation
Generate highly detailed reports for auditing, 

training and compliance

Explore More
Go deeper into an application than ever before 

to find bugs and areas of  improvement

Centralize Test Sessions
Keep all your test documentation in one, 

centralized location for everyone to access

Better Collaboration 
Provide your JIRA dev teams with thorough 

steps to reproduce bugs found

More Than Exploratory Testing
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